~HD – Head Diagnostic

Description  The ~HD command echoes printer status information that includes the power supply and head temperature using the terminal emulator.

Format  ~HD

Example  This is an example of the ~HD command:

```
Head Temp = 29
Ambient Temp = 00
Head Test = Passed
Darkness Adjust = 23
Print Speed = 2
Slew Speed = 6
Backfeed Speed = 2
Static_pitch_length = 0521
Dynamic_pitch_length = 0540
Max_dynamic_pitch_length = 0540
Min_dynamic_pitch_length = 0537
COMMAND_PFX = ~ : FORMAT_PFX = ^ : DELIMITER = ,
P30 INTERFACE = None
P31 INTERFACE = None
P32 INTERFACE = Front Panel  Revision 5
P33 INTERFACE = None
P34 INTERFACE = None
P35 INTERFACE = None
Dynamic_top_position = 0008
No ribbon A/D = 0000
```